
Name_______________________DBQ:  1. Analyze the arguments and practices concerning religious toleration from the sixteenth to the 
eighteenth century. 

Document  Date  Sources  Summarize  Group (arguments) Group (practice) P.O.V/ why 

1 
1554 Castellio 

French 
Protestant 
theologian 

Each sect calls the others 
heretics-  toleration should 
be practiced  

 

For Toleration 
Moral principles/rights: 
Religious principles: 

Protestant concessions:  

2 
1578 leaders of the 

Protestant and 
Catholic parties 
joint 
proclamation  

Religious toleration will 
strengthen against the 
Spanish  

For Toleration 
Practical necessity 

Protestant and Catholic 

compromise: 

Rulers- For toleration: 

 

3 
1581 Calvinist church 

council 
resolution 

 Against Toleration Religious convictions  

4 
1583 Contract between 

catholic groups  
Allowance of Lutherans to 
use Catholic church 
building but limited 

For Toleration 
Practical necessity 
Peace and unity 
Religious principles: 

Protestant and Catholic 

compromise: 

Catholic concessions: 

 

5 
1598. King Henry IV 

of France, Edict 
of Nantes,  

Religious toleration for 
Huguenots  

For Toleration 
Moral principles/rights: 
Practical necessity 
Peace and unity 
Religious principles: 

Peace and unity 
Protestant and Catholic 

compromise: 

Catholic concessions: 

Rulers- For toleration: 

 

6 
1649 Levelers 

Pamphlet   
Toleration is good. 
Government should make 
no laws that control 
religious thinking 

For Toleration 
Moral principles/rights: 

  

7 
1669 French Catholic 

aristocrat  
  treatise,  

Religious toleration will 
hurt a nation 

Against Toleration 
Raison d’etat/harmful to 
the state 
Religious convictions 

  

8 
1685 King Louis XIV 

of France, Edict 
of 
Fontainebleau,  

Protestantism is illegal  Against Toleration 
Raison d’etat/harmful to 
the state 
Religious convictions 

Rulers- Against toleration:  



9 
1691. Contract 

new Catholic 
church in the 
city,  
 

 For Toleration 
Practical necessity 
Peace and unity 
Religious principles: 
 

Peace and unity 
 

Protestant concessions: 

 

10 
1707. Agreement 

Lutheran King 
Charles XII 
Joseph I  

 

Toleration  For Toleration 
Moral principles/rights: 
Religious principles: 

Protestant and Catholic 

compromise: 

Rulers- For toleration: 

 

11 
1733.  

 

Voltaire, French 
writer and 
philosopher, 
Letters 
Concerning the 
English Nation,  
 

England has toleration- it 
better than France 

For Toleration 
Practical necessity 
Peace and unity 
Religious principles: 

Peace and unity 
 

 

12 
1777. Maria Theresa, 

Austrian 
empress, letter 
to her son and 
heir Joseph II,  
 

Toleration and 
indifference are 
precisely the true 
means of 
undermining 
everything 

Against Toleration 
Raison d’etat/harmful to 
the state 
Against toleration: 

Rulers- Against toleration:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
A Closer Look at the Thesis Statement 

Examples of acceptable and unacceptable theses 

Strong theses 

• “Different people took different routes regarding their practices and arguments about religious 

toleration. Some political leaders supported religious toleration for political purposes, other rulers 

used it to maintain peace and stability, enlightened thinkers supported religious toleration based 

on principle, and some rulers did not support religious toleration out of religious conviction.” 

• “The Protestant Reformation of the 16th Century sparked a widespread debate over the topic of 

religious toleration. In some regions, non-Catholic religions were accepted in varying degrees, 

while in others Protestants were marked as heretics and persecuted. In some regions of Europe 

religious toleration was granted as a means of maintaining peace and unity. Conversely, other 

countries harshly persecuted non-conformers as a method of preserving the power of the absolute 

ruler.” 

 

Adequate theses 

• “Many Europeans struggled over the issue of religious toleration. The arguments and practices 

included toleration, non-toleration, and compromise. The debate came down to peace or not within 

the state.” 

• “From the sixteenth to eighteenth century, religious practices and arguments were subject to the 

ideals and motives of their particular regions. Monarchs in one part of Europe would allow a degree 

of tolerance according to their own desires, while popular movements would affect the policy of 

another region. Thus the religious practices and arguments of the time were largely influenced by 

political motives of maintenance of peace or of consolidation of power, as well as popular desires for 

religious liberty.” 

 

Inadequate theses 

• “There were lots of arguments and practices concerning religious toleration in Europe. These can 

be looked at in several distinct ways.” 

• “Religious toleration was very common in the sixteenth and eighteenth century. During the early 

modern times of Europe, almost every state had its church that had its own ruler. Because of the 

Protestant Reformation, most states of Europe had religious minorities.” 
 
 
A Closer Look at Point of View 

There are many means by which an essay can demonstrate point-of-view analysis. (The following 

examples are NOT meant to be exhaustive). 

 

Examples of ACCEPTABLE point-of-view analysis 

Relating authorial point of view to author’s place in society 

• “Castellio, as a French Protestant from a Catholic country (although writing in Switzerland), must 



have faced intolerance himself.” 

• “By banning Protestant faith across his nation, King Louis XIV attempted to secure his own 

kingdom and power from the threats of uprising.” 

Evaluating the reliability of the source 

• “Though the Catholic chapter agreed to fix certain concerns of the Protestants, the document is 

biased, as it portrays the Catholics as extremely understanding and open because it was a Catholic 

document and would aim to positively portray the clergy responsible for the changes, even though 

the toleration is by no means all-encompassing.” 

• “This source, as a private letter from a mother to her son and heir, would be likely to be an accurate 

expression of Maria Theresa’s personal sentiments.” 
 
Recognizing that different kinds of documents serve different purposes 

• “Also, because these Levelers were writing in a pamphlet, they likely used particularly strong 

language to get people to support them against a monarchy they felt was religiously oppressive.” 

• “They were against the King and the idea of a monarchy and supported Parliament in the English 

Civil War. By releasing their pamphlet they hoped to appeal to the crowds of England.” 

Analyzing the tone of the documents 

• “There might be irony in this document since Castellio is condemning other forms of Protestantism 

when he is a Protestant himself.” 

 

Examples of UNACCEPTABLE point-of-view analysis 

• “Document 1 is reliable because Sebastian Castellio is a theologian.” 

Why is this unacceptable? This is merely attribution with no attempt at further analysis beyond the 

stated information from the document itself; the statement does not explain why a theologian 

might be a reliable source (authorial POV and reliability). 

• “However, the municipal council may be making this exception for many reasons seeing how the 

document is a contract.” 

Why is this unacceptable? The statement does not explicitly analyze how a contract might cause a 

change in government policy (documents serving different purposes). 

• “The Edict of Fontainebleau is not biased because it is an edict.” 

Why is this unacceptable? This is merely attribution with no attempt at further analysis. The analysis 

is erroneous in implying that proclamations are purely objective (documents serving different 

purposes). 
 

Document  Origin  Purpose  Value  Limitations 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 
 

    



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    

Write the three POV Sentences below/ 
Document # _________ 
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